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VFPD Search Bar Unlock

Solution:  bobdaveezra



License Plate of Victim
Solution:  scrmom



Victim #1 and #2
1. Victim #1 (Daniel Jernigan) is worth 50,000 points for The Serpent and is a rapist.
2. Victim #2 (Carrie Mendelay) is worth 50,000 points for The Red Bishop and is an

arsonist.



Victim #3 Puzzle
(puzzle uncovered by entering the correct license plate number of victim)

Solution:  fishownerisvictimfour
Solution to unlock victim #4:  sal (name of fish owner taken from business card)
Victim #3 is worth 100,000 points for The Serpent because the victim was guilty of
being a drug dealer and thief.  The Serpent also receives 50,000 points that are taken
away from The Red Bishop because of the rules Anubis has established for the duel (see
rule 2 on Duel Rules).



Victim #4 Puzzle
(puzzle accessed only a�er solving puzzle from Victim #3)

Solution (used to unlock Thornmire County BAU):  b3d1b2a4c3
Victim #4 is worth 50,000 points for The Red Bishop and the crime he was guilty of was
animal endangerment.



Victim #5
(puzzle obtained a�er unlocking victim #4)

Solution (used to unlock flower card):  wtvf
Victim #5 is worth 50,000 for The Red Bishop, and the crime he was guilty of was
domestic abuse.



Victim #6/Keypad
(obtained by unlocking flower card)

Solution:  67810
Victim #6 is innocent and causes The Serpent to lose 75,000 points.



Will Street Memo/6 Blanks

Solution:  795867



Dead Drops

Solution:  star



Igor’s Interview
Solution:  To find the scourge, count the Team Serpent stars for house number



Duel Poster/Hieroglyphics
Duel Poster:  the eye of horus is the beginning of alphabet
Red Bishop Poster hieroglyphics translation:  maple street



Where is The Scourge Meeting
Being Held?

Solution:  8maplestreet



Scourge Vote

Solution:  The Red Bishop receives 55 points from the Scourge votes.  Serpent receives
40 points.  The Red Bishop receives the 350 point bonus.



And the Winner is…
Solution:  The winner (The Red Bishop) accumulates 511,591 points at the end of the
contest.



Box Solution
Solution:  michaelartis


